A Unified Approach for Efficient Delivery of Unicast and Multicast Wireless Video Services
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Abstract—Recently, mobile multimedia services have represented an increasingly large source of revenue for the telecommunications industry. Subscribers are often interested in simultaneously receiving the same data flow and, hence, they fuel the growing demand of multicast multimedia services. Therefore, the design of efficient radio resource management strategies to jointly handle multicast and more traditional unicast traffic and to increase user satisfaction is of primary importance for the successful deployment of future mobile networks. This paper proposes an efficient radio resource management framework to handle unicast and multicast multi-layer video services. The proposed Virtual Unified Group (VUG) approach makes use of a channel-aware subgrouping principle to provide fair throughput to both unicast and multicast users. The idea is to assign unicast subscribers to a virtual group thus allowing them to compete for network resources on an equal footing with multicast users. Simulations highlight the benefits that VUG provides in a Long Term Evolution (LTE) network scenario, under different traffic load conditions, in terms of throughput and fairness in the distribution of resources to unicast and multicast users.

Index Terms—Unicast, Multicast, Resource Allocation, Subgrouping, LTE, OFDMA

I. INTRODUCTION

Future mobile networks will have to provide effective support to the increasing demand of diverse wireless multimedia services with a multicast/broadcast nature, including mobile TV, IP radio broadcasting, and video streaming so as to maintain high levels of quality for these services. It is expected that video will account for over two-thirds of the mobile data traffic of the world by 2018 [1]; thus, Telco operators are called to manage massive number of requests for multicast video services alongside traditional unicast traffic, which includes voice, video, web browsing, file transfers, and so on. On the one hand, this will be a big source of revenue for service providers and network operators; on the other hand, it becomes important to ensure that network resources are efficiently allocated to secure high user satisfaction and efficient spectrum utilization while coping with radio channel impairments.

That the joint management of unicast and multicast traffic is a key design issue of future mobile networks is demonstrated by the intense research activity conducted by standardization (e.g., the 3rd Generation Partnership Project, 3GPP) and academic bodies. Recently, also the 5G-PPP (5G Infrastructure Public Private Partnership) committee has indicated the full integration between emerging mobile group-based (i.e., multicasting) and more traditional unicast communications as one of the major research priorities in next-to-come 5G networks [2]. The main challenge in achieving this targeted goal is in terms of resource allocation, due to the use of different transmission modes for unicast and multicast services. Indeed, in case of unicast services, data is delivered to a single user; so the modulation and coding scheme (MCS) is selected according to individual channel conditions between base station (BS) and user equipment (UE). Differently, in the multicast case, transmission parameters are selected by the BS on a per-group basis. Multicast group members could measure different radio link qualities and support different MCSs: poor links need robust MCSs to face hostile propagation conditions, while users with good channels could receive data at higher bit rates. However, the multicast group member with the worst channel condition imposes the MCS selection for the entire group, and thus it becomes the bottleneck of the whole group; this severely affects the transmission efficiency. In general, favoring multicast traffic permits a provider to achieve a high overall system capacity (measured as the number of users simultaneously served by the BS). This is at the expense of an unfair bandwidth distribution between multicast and unicast traffic with negative consequences on unicast users’ degree of satisfaction. Vice-versa, by advantaging unicast user requests, the network capacity could significantly decrease, which is undesirable. This unbalance is due to the fact that multicast group(s) and unicast users have different sizes. It is clear that for the best balance between service quality and efficiency, there is a need for a combined unicast and multicast traffic management solution. This paper proposes a novel heuristic radio resource management policy, called Virtual Unified Group (VUG), which achieves fair resource distribution between unicast and multicast traffic. The proposed VUG approach is to be deployed at the level of BS and can be efficiently utilized for the management of multi-layer video streaming services. The main idea behind VUG is to clusterize unicast destinations into one or more virtual groups that are managed by the BS like multicast groups. Unicast users can be interested in different data, but they are virtually assigned to a group to compete for resource distribution on an
then applied to all groups (both real and virtual) that aggregate equal footing with multicast traffic. A subgrouping strategy is granularity in the groups, (ii) the through an algorithmic approach and presenting the details of the VUG operation in a step-wise manner, and (iii) assessing the performance of VUG in LTE systems under different traffic load conditions in terms of throughput and fairness in the distribution of resources to unicast and multicast users.

The remainder of the paper is organized as it follows. In section II, an overview of the research activity related to unicast and multicast traffic management and resource assignment is presented. The proposed VUG policy for concurrently handling unicast and multicast video services is described in details in section III. The simulation-based testing and result analysis are discussed in section IV, and the conclusive remarks are given in the last section.

II. RELATED WORK

This section presents a non-exhaustive review of current proposals in the literature that are related to the proposed VUG resource management policy. These address: (i) multicast support in broadband wireless access networks, (ii) multiple multicast group management, and (iii) mixed unicast and multicast traffic delivery.

A. Multicast Support in Broadband Wireless Access Networks

Various research groups have focused their attention on providing solutions to support multicast content delivery in wireless networks. For instance, the work described in [4] enables multiple destinations to be served by the same multicast group through a point-to-multipoint (PMP) transmission. This approach represents an effective solution to efficiently exploit the broadcast nature of the radio channel. However, the main issue relevant to PMP approaches is that the link adaptation procedures, i.e., the selection of transmission parameters such as MCS, are performed on a per-group basis [5]. As a consequence, the mere presence of cell-edge users forces the BS to use more robust MCSs to guarantee an error-free reception to all multicast receivers; therefore, the performance of the UEs with a high channel quality, which could potentially attain very high data rates, is dramatically decreased. This adversely affects the overall system spectral efficiency, due to the use of less efficient MCSs. The Conventional Multicast Scheme (CMS) [6] implements the link adaptation procedures by adopting a conservative approach, which assigns the group data rate based on the user that experiences the worst channel conditions. Although this approach guarantees the highest fairness (i.e., all multicast members are served at the same data rate), it introduces severe spectrum management inefficiencies, which is not fully exploited with a consequent poor performance in terms of spectral efficiency.

Several solutions have been proposed to overcome the limitations of the CMS approach. For example, an opportunistic scheme introduced in [7] selects for transmission only the “best” subset of multicast members, to maximize the Quality of Service (QoS) levels. A similar approach is followed in [8], where a cooperative transmission model composed of two steps is presented. In the first phase, the BS multicasts data at a high rate by exploiting an opportunistic scheme, whereas in the second phase users with good channel conditions relay the received data to other users. Although opportunistic multicasting introduces several improvements for high quality users, it may require the adoption of additional data coding, i.e., rateless codes, to make the service work properly (due to the fact that the subset of receivers selected could change slot by slot). This approach also introduces several performance issues to the cell-edge subscribers which will experience poor throughput and increased delivery latency [7]. A different solution designed for concurrently leveraging the benefits of unicast (i.e., low energy consumption) and multicast (i.e., reduced network load) is foreseen in [9], where the authors propose an hybrid approach that assigns the available blocks to individual videos, decides whether to use multicast or unicast, and determines the MCSs of individual blocks, in order to maximize the overall energy saving while guaranteeing smooth playout. Other approaches like random linear network coding [10] have been proposed with the aim of optimizing the transmission scheme and minimizing the number of broadcast packets on each downlink channel.

An interesting approach that aims to enhance the radio channel utilization in multicast environments by exploiting multi-user diversity is subgrouping [11], [12], [13]. The main idea is to split multicast users into several subgroups, where each subgroup collects the subscribers that experience similar channel quality levels. The goal of subgrouping is to improve both system capacity and session quality since the negative effects caused by the presence of cell-edge users is reduced and the whole multicast group is served in each scheduling frame with more efficient MCSs compared to CMS.

B. Multiple Multicast Group Management

Several works in the literature address the problem of the efficient delivery of multimedia streaming content to different multicast groups simultaneously when served by a given BS [14], [15], [16], [17]. Such works consider multi-layer services where each video stream (or program) is encoded into different layers. The focus is the selection, for any resource within a given scheduling frame, of which layer of which multicast group to transmit at what MCS. In order to reach this goal, the number of receivers per layer has to be dynamically adjusted according to the experienced channel conditions and the available network bandwidth, so as to maximize a given utility function, which is rather complex. The authors of [14] focus on finding a utility-based resource allocation scheme for layer-encoded IPTV multicast streaming services over IEEE 802.16 WiMAX networks. Besides, they prove that the problem of finding the best subset of users to serve per each layer for each multicast group is NP-hard, and propose an approach that can run in polynomial time. The works reported in [15] and [16] follow an approach similar to that
described in [14], by proposing near-optimal algorithms for subgroup management. In particular, authors in [15] present a fast greedy algorithm aimed at achieving a proportional fair resource allocation, which is probably within a constant approximation of the optimal solution (based on a metric that reflects video quality as perceived by the user according to the data rate experienced by the multicast members). The idea at the basis of [16] is to maximize the total system utility (defined as a generic non-negative and non-decreasing function of the received rate) through a two-step dynamic programming algorithm. With the aim to maximize the total system utility of all video multicast sessions, it is assumed that the base layer should not be received by all users, i.e., some video sessions could be dropped or some users could decode any layer. Finally, [17] extends the referred problem by defining an algorithm for transmitting multicast data in bursts to save the energy of mobile receivers with promising results.

The main issue related to these works is the presence of real-time services, rather than the more realistic case wherein such applications co-exist with unicast services; this dictates for novel solutions to simultaneously manage group- and user-based link adaptation procedures.

C. Mixed Unicast and Multicast Traffic Delivery

The future mobile communication systems are expected to manage both multicast and unicast traffic [2]. However, the design of efficient algorithms for the delivery of mixed unicast and multicast traffic is still an open research field. The authors of [18] assess the joint performance of unicast and multicast services in LTE. In particular, they consider the transmission of both streaming and file delivery services when the Multicast and Broadcast Single Frequency Network (MBSFN) operational mode is selected to deliver streaming services. Results show that, for streaming services, increasing the MBSFN area size enhances the coverage and/or allows employing a higher MCS level at the expenses of a lower flexibility when adapting the content to different geographical areas. For file delivery services, increasing the MCS level reduces the file download time. However, in case of too-large MCS values, retransmissions may be required following potential errors that deteriorate the system performance. Once unicast and multicast users are jointly considered, the inclusion of the Enhanced Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service (E-MBMS) in the same carrier affects the performance of unicast users. The performance of both unicast and multicast transmission schemes in terms of system capacity, worst average channel user capacity, and outage probability are evaluated and compared in [19] in different cell environments. Furthermore, the authors introduce a transmission scheme in a mixed-traffic environment. The proposed approach takes into account Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) threshold values only, not strongly correlated with system capacity, and no minimum performance guarantees are assured to unicast or multicast services. A comparison between unicast and multicast transmissions is presented also in [20], where the authors have determined switching thresholds, as a function of the number of users per cell, to switch between unicast and multicast modality for download or streaming services.

When focusing on the literature dealing with joint management of unicast and multicast traffic, three main trends can be identified: Unicast Maximization (UM), Equal Sharing (ES), and Equal Competition (EC). The first trend prioritizes unicast traffic; the second one aims to equally share the available resources between unicast and multicast users; and the third one aims to maximize the number of conveyed bits to improve the spectrum utilization. Example of proposals which belong to the UM philosophy in multi-carrier Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) systems are given in [21] and [22]. The main idea behind these solutions is to guarantee a minimal required data rate to all multicast users, based on the CMS logic, and then to assign the remaining resources to unicast users in order to maximize the throughput. As a consequence, an increased throughput is offered to unicast destinations at the expense of multicast receivers, which experience significant limitations in QoS. An example of ES strategy instantiation is available in [23], which presents a power-saving scheduling algorithm that manages mixed unicast and multicast traffic. According to the ES philosophy, multicast and unicast services equally share the network capacity; the resources to assign to the two types of traffic (unicast and multicast) are statically split into two equal sets. This policy prevents any traffic class to utilize the resources assigned to the other class. This seems fair, but its main inefficiency is due to the static bandwidth assignment that cannot adapt to the dynamic load variation of both unicast and multicast users, thus resulting in inefficient spectrum utilization and possible negative effects on the quality of one of the traffic classes. Finally, a technique that follows the EC logic and aims to guarantee the minimum data rate of both unicast and multicast flows is proposed in [24]. The extra resources are assigned according to a maximum throughput scheme, which iteratively selects the service that conveys the highest number of bits to the destinations. Another example of the EC philosophy can be found in [35], which proposes a proportional fairness problem where unicast and multicast users equally compete to get the available resources (i.e., the available resources are assigned to either unicast or multicast users according to which ones are able to maximize the sum of logarithmic data rates). With the aim to maximize the system throughput, this technique intrinsically gives higher priority to multicast services, since multiple destinations can be satisfied with a single transmission. Therefore, multicast users have higher probability to be served with respect to unicast users, which may suffer from poor throughput performance.

The issues identified in relation to the existing solutions suggest the need for an efficient strategy to jointly manage multicast and unicast traffic, such as VUG, presented in section III. In addition, section IV introduces a new fairness index that captures the extent to which unicast and multicast users are equally satisfied, which is employed in the performance evaluation illustrated in section IV.

Even though a considerable body of work has focused on the support multicast services in broadband wireless access network, only a few works provide solutions for the concurrent management of both unicast and multicast traffic. This
topic is very important since these two kinds of traffic will
definitely co-exist in future mobile communication systems,
and their different characteristics must be taken into account to
guarantee a fair resource distribution between them. For these
reasons, we focus our attention on the design of an efficient
strategy to jointly manage multicast and unicast traffic, such
as VUG, presented in section III. In addition, section IV
introduces a new fairness index, which captures the extent to
which unicast and multicast users are equally satisfied and is
employed during performance evaluation in section IV.

III. VUG - THE PROPOSED RADIO RESOURCE
ALLOCATION SCHEME

A single-BS coverage area (hereinafter referred to as a
“cell”) is considered, in which both unicast and multicast users
receive real-time video streaming, e.g., IPTV, Internet video
streaming, or live telecast. In our reference scenario, multi-
layer video coding is employed. A video stream is split into a
base layer and more enhancement layers [14]. Users can make
use of the received video content once they get the base layer
and they benefit from a quality of the video that increases with
the number of layers they receive. Similarly to [15], this paper
assumes that the video layers are synchronized and that data
is grouped on a per-layer basis. In doing so, the bits relevant
to a given video layer are managed by the packet scheduler as
a single data unit; accordingly, the data unit corresponding to
a given layer is scheduled only if the units associated to the
preceding layers have already been scheduled.

In this scenario, the VUG algorithm for radio resource
management is proposed to efficiently assign the downlink
radio resources in the cell to both unicast and multicast users.
The basic goal of this heuristic algorithm is to guarantee
the delivery of the base layer to all the users (unicast and
multicast) in the cell, while also trying to deliver to them as
many additional layers as possible. We operate on a resource
allocation frame basis. The number of video layers to be
potentially scheduled is received by the base station as an input
from the application layer. By taking into account multiple
resource allocation frames, we could consider that the base
station has a set of layers potentially delivered to the involved
user(s), and this set is chosen by the source video server
according to the buffering capabilities of the devices as well as
the feedback received from the network in terms of delivered
video layers. As a consequence, if the network informs the
application that only the first layer has been delivered for
several consecutive time windows, then the application could
choose to avoid providing the further enhancement layers.

Deployed at the level of BS, the main idea behind VUG is
to organize unicast users into one or more virtual groups¹ that
are managed by the BS in a manner similar to the multicast
groups. Groups are named “virtual” since their unicast mem-
bers are not necessarily interested in the same type of data,
like the multicast group members are. Since multicast users
can be located in any position within the cell, unicast users are
randomly associated to virtual groups in order to guarantee the

¹The number of activated virtual groups is a system parameter tunable by
the network operator, as explained in the following section.

presence of both users with good and bad channel conditions
in each virtual group. Instead, unicast users are grouped
together based on similar user perceived channel quality in
virtual subgroups; thus, users belonging to the same virtual
subgroup homogeneous from the delivery conditions point of
view. This guarantees a similar heterogeneous environment
in terms of channel state inside both multicast and virtual
groups. Furthermore, unicast users will likely request video
with different bit rates. This further heterogeneity is taken into
account during the enhancement layer allocation phase. This
VUG-based resource management strategy allows unicast users
to compete for network resource allocation with the multicast
groups on an equal footing, which is highly beneficial for a
fair distribution of resources, as it will be validated through
simulations. The behavior of VUG is strictly related to the
information that the BS gathers from all the UEs regarding the
measured quality on the downlink. The scheduler located at the
BS is, then, in charge of selecting the downlink resources to
assign to each traffic flow with the related MCS. Specifically,
it dynamically chooses the MCS most suitable to the currently
perceived channel quality on each BS-to-UE link.

Summarizing, the main operations performed by the pro-
posed VUG policy (i.e., organization of unicast users in virtual
groups, and subgroups formation inside both multicast and
virtual groups) are illustrated in Fig. 1.

![Operation of the VUG technique.](image)

In the remainder of the section, first the system model and
the main assumptions are presented. Then, the proposed VUG
policy for unicast and multicast traffic delivery is described.

A. VUG System Model and Assumptions

Let \( N \) be the number of downlink resources available at the
BS every scheduling frame lasting \( T \) ms, \( \mathcal{U} \) be the set of users
served by the BS, and \( C \) be the number of available MCS
levels in the system. The users belonging to \( \mathcal{U} \) are split by
the BS into different groups. Let \( \mathcal{G}^{mul} \) be the set of multicast
groups and \( \mathcal{G}^{uni} \) the set of virtual groups in the cell, we define
\( \mathcal{U}^{mul}_g \) the user set in the multicast group \( g \in \mathcal{G}^{mul} \) and \( \mathcal{U}^{uni}_g \)
the user set in the virtual group \( g \in \mathcal{G}^{uni} \).

Let \( m_u \in \{1, 2, \ldots, C\} \) be the index of the maximum
MCS² sustained by the generic user \( u \); \( c(\cdot) \) is the function

²By convention, we consider the lowest index associated to the most robust
MCS, and the highest index associated to the MCS with the highest data rate.
that maps a MCS to the respective transport block size (i.e., in case of LTE, this is the number of bytes per resource unit).

The variable $L_s,u > 0$ represents the number of layers required for the multi-layer transmission of the video service $s$ selected by user $u$. The case $L_s,u = 1$ models services that do not use scalable coding techniques [25]; these applications are referred to as single-layer.

Let $d_{s,u,l}$ denote the number of bits required for the transmission of layer $l$ (with $l = 1, 2, \ldots, L_s,u$) of the video service $s$ selected by user $u$. Note that, in the case of users belonging to a multicast group, the variables $L_s,u$ and $d_{s,u,l}$ are the same for all users $u$ in the considered group since they request the same video service $s$.

All notations used in this paper are summarized in Table I.

### Table I

| $T$ | Frame duration |
| $N$ | Number of available resources |
| $C$ | Maximum number of MCS levels |
| $\mathcal{U}$ | User set |
| $G^{mul}$ | Multicast group set |
| $G^{uni}$ | Virtual group set |
| $\mathcal{U}^{mul}_g$ | User set of multicast group $g$ |
| $\mathcal{U}^{uni}_g$ | User set of virtual group $g$ |
| $m_u$ | Index of the maximum MCS supported by the user $u$ |
| $c(\cdot)$ | MCS-transport block size mapping function |
| $L_{s/u}$ | Number of layers required for the transmission of video $s$ to user $u$ |
| $d_{s,u,l}$ | Number of bits required for the transmission of layer $l$ of video $s$ to user $u$ |
| $S^{mul}_{g,m}$ | User set for the subgroup relevant to the $m$-th MCS of the multicast group $g$ |
| $S^{uni}_{g,m}$ | User set for the subgroup relevant to the $m$-th MCS of the virtual group $g$ |
| $\rho^{mul}_{g,m}$ | Number of resources assigned to subgroup related to the $m$-th MCS of multicast group $g$ |
| $\rho^{uni}_{g,m}$ | Number of resources assigned to subgroup related to the $m$-th MCS of virtual group $g$ |
| $g^{mul}_{m}$ | Number of bits required by subgroup related to the $m$-th MCS of multicast group $g$ |
| $g^{uni}_{m}$ | Number of bits required by subgroup related to the $m$-th MCS of virtual group $g$ |
| $a^{uni}_m$ | Amount of resources already allocated to user $u$ |

#### B. VUG Policy

This subsection describes the details of VUG in terms of the following five steps: (i) channel condition monitoring for both unicast and multicast users, (ii) grouping of users in unicast and multicast groups, respectively, (iii) subgroup formation based on similar BS-to-UE channel conditions, (iv) video base layer allocation to users such as minimum service level is ensured, and (v) enhancement layer allocation to enable the users with better delivery channel conditions to avail from higher video service quality. All the above listed steps are executed every scheduling frame in order to keep into account the variable channel quality and users requests.

**Step 1 - Channel state collection**

The BS collects the CSIs from each user $u$ located in the cell and computes the related MCS $m_u$, $\forall u \in \mathcal{U}$. This step is repeated every scheduling frame with the aim to adapt the transmission parameters to the radio channel variations experienced by the served users due to the mobility speed. To reduce the signaling load in case of massive multicast groups, more sophisticated channel state reporting schemes could be conceived that exchange, for instance, the update of channel state information when the terminal observes a channel variation for more than a pre-defined number of scheduling frames only [26]; this aspect is not considered in this manuscript and is left out for future work.

**Step 2 - Groups formation**

In this step, the BS splits the user set $\mathcal{U}$ into different groups. In particular, all the users interested in a given multicast service will join the same group $g \in G^{mul}$, and form the user set $\mathcal{U}^{mul}_g$. As already mentioned, the users from the same multicast group access the same video content. We point out that a multicast group is created if it is composed of at least two members. If the number of members in a multicast group drops to one then the user joins a virtual group. Analogously, unicast users are grouped into virtual groups. In a virtual group $g \in G^{uni}$, each user $u \in \mathcal{U}^{uni}_g$ may ask for a different video service. Since it is likely that users in a multicast group will experience heterogeneous channel conditions, the unicast users are randomly associated to virtual groups. This approach guarantees the presence of both users with good and bad channel conditions in each group.

The BS decides the number and the size of virtual groups to activate in its cell by considering the fairness in the treatment of unicast and multicast users as the main design parameter. In general, a variable number of virtual groups can be generated according to the traffic conditions and the degree of fairness that the network operator targets to provide. In [3] we analyzed the performance of different schemes for virtual groups creation. Obtained results showed that the best choice is setting the virtual group(s) size not greater than the average size of the multicast groups in the cell. Furthermore, we demonstrated that higher (lower) values of the virtual group(s) size correspond to greater (smaller) advantages to the unicast traffic. Based on these results, we adopted this choice in the paper.

**Step 3 - Subgroups formation**

In this phase the BS computes the admissible subgroup configurations. A subgroup collects users that have similar channel qualities. The number of subgroups that can be formed is bounded by the number of MCSs supported by the system. Let $S^{mul}_{g,m} \subseteq \mathcal{U}^{mul}_g$ indicate the subset of users from the multicast group $g \in G^{mul}$ that support the $m$-th MCS level, and $S^{uni}_{g,m} \subseteq \mathcal{U}^{uni}_g$ be the subset of users from the virtual group $g \in G^{uni}$ that support the $m$-th MCS level (lines 1-3 of the pseudo-code in Table II). The subgroups are created to include users which can support individual $m_u$ greater or equal with the $m$-th MCS level associated with that subgroup, as follows:

$$S^{mul}_{g,m} = \{ u \in \mathcal{U}^{mul}_g | m_u \geq m \} \ \forall g \in G^{mul}$$

$$S^{uni}_{g,m} = \{ u \in \mathcal{U}^{uni}_g | m_u \geq m \} \ \forall g \in G^{uni}$$

(1)

In the case of a multicast subgroup, all its members will be served with the MCS $m$ that is the lowest among the MCSs supported by the subgroup members. Multicast subgroups can be efficiently used with multi-layer video coding techniques by
allowing subgroup members to receive an enhancement layer only after the previous layers have been received. Successive enhancement layers are in fact transmitted with a progressively increasing data rate, i.e., by using a less robust MCS. For example, subgroup users supporting 64-QAM modulation, also support 16-QAM, so they will receive the 64 QAM-transmitted enhancement layer only after they have already received the 16 QAM-transmitted layer.

Unlike the multicast subgroup members, each member of a virtual subgroup will be served by considering the individually supported MCS $m_u$.

**Step 4 - Video base layer allocation**

This allocation assumes that the minimum video service must be assured to all users in the cell and, therefore, each member of any group (virtual and multicast) has assigned at least the base layer of the requested video service. We assume that the system performs an admission control task which is aimed at guaranteeing that the base station has enough resources to serve at least the base layer for all the scheduled services. Note that in this phase, only the first enabled subgroup is considered (i.e., the one served with the lowest MCS among those supported in the original group), as it comprises all the group members. In particular, $S^\text{mul}_{g,m} = U^\text{mul}_g$, with $m = \min_{u \in \mathcal{U}^\text{uni}} \{m_u\}$, and $S^\text{uni}_{g,m} = U^\text{uni}_g$, with $m = \min_{u \in \mathcal{U}^\text{uni}} \{m_u\}$.

VUG determines the amount of resources required to transmit the base layer of the requested video service $s$ to each multicast ($r^\text{mul}_{g,m}$) and virtual ($r^\text{uni}_{g,m}$) group $g$, as in Eq. (2):

$$r^\text{mul}_{g,m} = \sum_{l=1}^{L_s,u} \left[ \frac{d_{s,u,l}}{c(m_u)} \right], \text{ if } g \in \mathcal{G}^\text{mul}$$
$$r^\text{uni}_{g,m} = \sum_{l=1}^{L_s,u} \left[ \frac{d_{s,u,l}}{c(m_u)} \right], \text{ if } g \in \mathcal{G}^\text{uni} \tag{2}$$

where $m = \min_{u \in \mathcal{U}^\text{uni}} \{m_u\}$, $m_u \in \{1,2,\ldots,C\}$ is the maximum MCS sustained by user $u$ in the virtual group, $d_{s,u,l}$ is the number of bits required for the transmission of the base layer of the video service $s$ requested by user $u$, and $c(\cdot)$ is the transport block size (i.e., number of bits per resource unit) for a given MCS.

The amount of resource units for the multicast group is calculated on the basis of the number of bits for the base layer of the requested video service $d_{s,u,l}$ (the same for all) and the transport block size related to the MCS of the user in the worst channel conditions.

Differently, the resources for a virtual group are the sum of the resources assigned to each single unicast user in the group; this amount is referred to as $a^\text{uni}_u$ in the following text. The resources assigned to a single user depend on the number of bits for the base layer of the video service requested by the user $u \in \mathcal{U}^\text{uni}_g$ and the transport block size related to the MCS of that user ($m_u$). Lines 4-5 of the pseudo-code in Table II illustrate this step.

**Step 5 - Enhancement layers allocation**

Following the allocation of the base layer to all the users in the cell, if still some bandwidth is available then the BS iteratively determines the multicast or virtual subgroup to serve and the amount of resources to assign to the selected subgroup. The policy implemented for the eligible subgroup selection is up to the network provider, since VUG is independent from the strategy utilized. However, this paper assumes that the BS selects the subgroup that maximizes the aggregated data rate for the system, thus increasing its efficiency. The decision is taken, layer by layer, iteratively until no more resources are available in the current scheduling frame.

For each set of users in a multicast subgroup $S^\text{mul}_{g,m} \subseteq \mathcal{U}^\text{mul}_g$ or in a virtual subgroup $S^\text{uni}_{g,m} \subseteq \mathcal{U}^\text{uni}_g$, the BS first computes the requested number of bits $b^\text{mul}_{g,m}$ as in Eq. (3), then selects the subgroup to serve and assigns the resource to it:

$$b^\text{mul}_{g,m} = \sum_{l=1}^{L_s,u} d_{s,u,l} - \sum_{m=1}^{C} r^\text{mul}_{g,m,l}(c(m_u)), \text{ if } g \in \mathcal{G}^\text{mul} \tag{3}$$
$$b^\text{uni}_{g,m} = \frac{1}{|S^\text{uni}_{g,m}|} \sum_{u \in S^\text{uni}_{g,m}} \left( \sum_{l=1}^{L_s,u} d_{s,u,l} - a^\text{uni}_u c(m_u) \right), \text{ if } g \in \mathcal{G}^\text{uni}$$

For a multicast subgroup, the requested number of bits is computed as the difference between the total number of bits needed to deliver all the video stream’s layers and the number of bits already allocated (i.e., $\sum_{m=1}^{C} r^\text{mul}_{g,m}(c(m_u))$).

In the case of a virtual subgroup, the requested number of bits is computed as the average number of bits required to deliver the remaining requested video streams to the virtual subgroup members. For each unicast user, the requested data is dependent on the amount of resources already allocated $a^\text{uni}_u$. The operation of averaging the data rate of unicast users (4) is introduced to assimilate the operation of the virtual subgroup to a multicast subgroup. In such a way, a unified requested data rate for the entire subgroup can be considered.

Once the per-subgroup required resources are determined, the algorithm selects the multicast subgroup $g^* \in \mathcal{G}^\text{mul}$ and the virtual subgroup $g^* \in \mathcal{G}^\text{uni}$ that maximizes the system throughput as follows:

$$g^*, m^* = \arg \max_{g \in \mathcal{G}^\text{mul}, m \in \{1,2,\ldots,C\}} \{b^\text{mul}_{g,m} : |S^\text{mul}_{g,m}|\}, \text{ if } g \in \mathcal{G}^\text{mul}$$
$$g^*, m^* = \arg \max_{g \in \mathcal{G}^\text{uni}, m \in \{1,2,\ldots,C\}} \{b^\text{uni}_{g,m} : |S^\text{uni}_{g,m}|\}, \text{ if } g \in \mathcal{G}^\text{uni} \tag{4}$$

The resources allocated to the selected subgroup ($g^*$ or $g^*$) are calculated as in Eq. (5):

$$r^\text{mul}_{g^*,m^*} = \left[ \frac{b^\text{mul}_{g^*,m^*}}{c(m^*)} \right], \text{ if } \{b^\text{mul}_{g^*,m^*} : |S^\text{mul}_{g^*,m^*}|\} \geq \{b^\text{uni}_{g^*,m} : |S^\text{uni}_{g^*,m}|\}$$
$$r^\text{uni}_{g^*,m^*} = \left[ \frac{b^\text{uni}_{g^*,m^*}}{c(m^*)} \right], \text{ if } \{b^\text{mul}_{g^*,m^*} : |S^\text{mul}_{g^*,m^*}|\} < \{b^\text{uni}_{g^*,m} : |S^\text{uni}_{g^*,m}|\} \tag{5}$$

If a multicast subgroup is selected, then the algorithm simply assigns the amount of resources required to deliver the requested data rate to the selected subgroup, and deletes the served group from the multicast group set if it is already served with the maximum sustained data rate (i.e., all layers are scheduled).

In case a virtual subgroup is selected, the scheduled resources must be later distributed among the unicast users in the subgroup. Different strategies can be implemented, this representing a further flexibility feature of VUG. This paper
TABLE II

VUG: SUBGROUP SELECTION

1: Let $n_{uni}^g = \min_{u \in U_{uni}^g} \{m_u\}$ \hfill \triangleright Subgroups formation
2: Let $n_{mul}^g = \min_{u \in U_{mul}^g} \{m_u\}$
3: Create admissible subgroup configurations $S_{uni}^{mul}$ and $S_{uni}^{g}$
4: Compute $r_{mul}^g, r_{uni}^g,$ and $a_u^{uni}$ according to (2) \hfill Base layer allocation
5: $N = N - \left(\sum_g S_{uni}^{mul} g_{uni}^g + \sum_g S_{uni}^{g} g_{uni}^g\right)$
6: while $N > 0 \vee G_{uni}^{mul} \neq \emptyset \vee G_{uni}^{uni} \neq \emptyset$ \hfill \triangleright Enhancement layers allocation
7: for all $g \in G_{uni}^{uni}$ do
8: for all $m = a_u^{uni} g_{uni}^g, n_{uni}^g + 1, \ldots, C$ do
9: Compute $a_{g,m}^{uni}$ according to (3)
10: end for
11: end for
12: for all $g \in G_{uni}^{mul}$ do
13: for all $m = n_{mul}^g, p_{mul}^g + 1, \ldots, C$ do
14: Compute $a_{g,m}^{mul}$ according to (3)
15: end for
16: end for
17: Select $a_u^{uni} g_{uni}^g$ according to (4)
18: Select $a_u^{mul} g_{mul}^g$ according to (4)
19: if $b_{g,m}^{mul} > \max \{a_u^{uni} g_{uni}^g, a_u^{mul} g_{mul}^g\}$ then
20: $n_{uni}^g = m$\hfill \triangleright Virtual subgroup formation
21: $n_{mul}^g = n_{uni}^g + [g_{mul}^g / c(m)]$
22: $N = N - \left[\sum_{g,m}^n b_{g,m}^{mul} / c(m)\right]$\hfill \triangleright Subgroup configuration selection
23: if $\sum_{g=1}^{G} g_{uni}^g \geq \sum_{g=1}^{G} g_{mul}^g$ then
24: $G = G \setminus \{g\}$\hfill \triangleright Group update
25: end if
26: else
27: $n_{uni}^g = m$\hfill \triangleright Group updates
28: $n_{mul}^g = n_{uni}^g + [g_{mul}^g / c(m)]$
29: $N = N - \left[\sum_{g,m}^n b_{g,m}^{uni} / c(m)\right]$\hfill \triangleright Subgroup configuration selection
30: Perform Unicast User Selection and update $a_u^{uni}$
31: end if
32: end while

Lines 6-32 of the pseudo-code in Table II describe the operation of this step.

IV. SIMULATION-BASED TESTING AND RESULT ANALYSIS

A. Testing setup

The performance of the proposed VUG radio resource management solution has been tested by using Matlab simulations over an LTE network centrally managed by an eNodeB (the LTE’s BS) that offers connection-oriented services to pedestrian UEs. LTE guarantees low latency, increased system capacity, and improved spectral efficiency compared to previous cellular network releases; furthermore, being designed to efficiently support multicasts transmissions in both the core and the radio access network by implementing the MBMS [27], LTE is currently the most promising wireless system able to support high-quality group-oriented services.

Scheduling procedures are performed by the eNodeB that handles resource allocation in both the time and frequency domain. The LTE’s resource unit is the Resource Block (RB), which corresponds to 180 kHz and 0.5 ms in the frequency and time domains, respectively. Every Transmission Time Interval (TTI), lasting 1 ms, the scheduler assigns the resources units on a RB-pair basis. Link adaptation is performed according to the Channel Quality Indicator (CQI), which represents the maximum MCS supported by a UE according to the experienced Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) value. In particular, LTE defines 15 CQI levels.

The performance evaluation is based on the guidelines defined in [28]. We have considered the cell deployment as defined by 3GPP and ITU-R (i.e., macro-cell case A with 19 neighboring cells, where the cell at the center of the scenario is the cell under consideration for simulation results while adjacent cells act as source of interference with background traffic). Channel quality for each terminal is evaluated in terms of the SINR measured over each sub-carrier when path loss, slow and fast fading affect the signal reception. The Exponential Effective SIR Mapping (EESM) [29] is used to obtain the effective SINR value and the related CQI which ensures a BLER target value smaller than 10%. We assume that unicast users are uniformly distributed across the cells and move according to the Levy-walk mobility model [30]; multicast UEs are distributed in limited areas as in a typical on-campus environment with SLAW mobility [31].

B. Models and assessment metrics

The Matlab simulations have evaluated VUG in comparison with the three approaches described in section II: Unicast Maximization (UM), Equal Sharing (ES), and Equal Competition (EC). UM guarantees the minimal data rate to unicast and multicast users and then assigns the remaining resources only to unicast users. In ES, multicast and unicast users equally share the network capacity, and the bandwidth sharing is fixed statically in advance. EC guarantees the minimum data rate to unicast and multicast users and assigns the residual resources based on a maximum throughput scheme, which iteratively selects the service (unicast or multicast) that conveys the highest number of bits to the destination. Each simulation
run has been repeated several times to get 95% confidence intervals in the presented results.

The analyzed performance parameters are:

- **Average Throughput**: is the achieved bit rate (per user or per cell), accounting for the packets successfully delivered (to the target UEs or all UEs) during the simulation time.

- **Inter-Class Throughput Distribution (ICTD)**: evaluates the fairness in the throughput achieved by unicast and multicast traffic; it is calculated as in the following:

  \[
  ICTD = 1 - \frac{t_{\text{uni}}^{\text{avg}}}{t_{\text{uni}}^{\text{avg}} + t_{\text{mul}}^{\text{avg}}}
  \]  

  where \(t_{\text{uni}}^{\text{avg}}\) and \(t_{\text{mul}}^{\text{avg}}\) represent the average value of the ratio between the experienced data rate and the maximum sustained data rate of all unicast and multicast users, respectively. This index takes values in the \([0, 1]\) range and for the case of perfect fairness it is equal to 0.5. ICTD is higher than 0.5 in the case when the multicast traffic benefits from higher throughput values, and is lower than 0.5 when the unicast traffic benefits from higher throughput values.

- **Percentage of assigned resources**: shows how network resources (i.e., RBs) are split between unicast and multicast services.

- **Spectral efficiency (SE) [bps/Hz]**: represents the ratio between the users’ received rates and the whole amount of channel bandwidth exploited by the eNodeB to schedule the transmissions to unicast/video users.

- **Percentage of UEs per video layer**: is the percentage of UEs in the cell (both unicast and multicast) which receives a given video layer. This metric allows to clearly assess the video quality experienced by the video users.

### C. The impact of unicast traffic load

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the addressed policies by varying the load of unicast users in the cell. One multicast group composed of 20 UEs is considered and the number of unicast users is varied from 10 to 50.

We first present the analysis in terms of ICTD (see Fig. 2). This metric clearly testifies that **UM** and **ES** give higher priority to unicast and multicast services, respectively. Up to the presence of 15 unicast UEs, the **EC** policy reaches values close to 0.5; then **EC** starts to give a higher priority to multicast streams. Finally, our proposed subgroup-based **VUG** provides the performance closest to 0.5; this validates our design objective of achieving a fair treatment of unicast and multicast traffic by means of creating virtual groups which have similar features (number of users, amount of requested resources, etc.) and this involves a fair competition among unicast and multicast users to get the system resources.

We highlight that the desired behavior shown by the proposed **VUG** in terms of ICTD, as well be shown in the following simulation results, can be achieved at the cost of other performance parameters.

### Fig. 2. ICTD by varying the number of unicast UEs.

In this subsection, we also analyze the impact of subgrouping in **VUG** by considering two versions: **VUG** which benefits from the subgroup formation feature and **VUG (w/o subgroups)** which does not create subgroups.

The comparison in terms of average cell throughput (i.e., the mean throughput of all users served by the eNodeB) is shown in Fig. 3. The use of **VUG** with subgrouping results in a performance increase with respect to the case of **VUG (w/o subgroups)** by about 30% on average. Up to 25 unicast users, the impact of subgrouping is not evident; under higher unicast load, subgrouping shows to be effective since it allows to efficiently manage the spectrum, though a large portion of resources are needed to allocate the base layer to unicast subscribers. When comparing **VUG** with the other policies, it can be noticed that our approach achieves the highest throughput under a load up to 35 unicast UEs; then its performance decreases and the mismatch w.r.t. **EC** and **ES** (the highest performing policies in case of heavy unicast
traffic load) is of about 23% in the heavy load scenario with 50 unicast UEs. The reason behind this behavior is the fact that the VUG algorithm is intended to achieve fairness in the satisfaction of unicast and multicast users. As a consequence, when the number of unicast users is high, the overall system throughput is reduced with respect to EC and ES because these policies give higher priority to multicast traffic, although the higher load in the cell is due to unicast UEs. Note that this apparent performance decrease does not involve an inefficient use of system resources, as it will be clearly shown in the following subsection.

The output of further tests are illustrated in Fig. 4, which plots the percentage of UEs per video layer under an increasing number of unicast users (set to 10, 30, and 50 in Fig. 4(a), Fig. 4(b), and Fig. 4(c), respectively). These figures allow to evaluate the average video quality delivered to both unicast and multicast users. It emerges that EC guarantees good video quality (i.e., up to layer four) to a large portion of users, and similar results are obtained by VUG both in scenario (a) and (b). We highlight that, although ES delivers an higher number of enhancement layers in scenario (c) w.r.t. VUG, it is not able to guarantee the base layer to all users. In all cases, the use of subgrouping achieves an increase in video quality w.r.t. the case without subgroups.

Above analyses testify to the benefits in terms of throughput and video quality introduced by the use of subgrouping in VUG. For this reason, the remainder of this section will consider only VUG with the subgroup-formation capability. In Fig. 6 the percentage of assigned resources is depicted in the three scenarios analyzed in Fig. 4. The poor spectrum utilization of ES, which is unable to exploit the whole available spectrum, clearly emerges. The reason is that ES equally splits the available spectrum between unicast and multicast traffic, without taking into account the amount of resources required by each type of traffic (as an example, in the analyzed scenarios multicast services require only a limited amount of the whole system resources). All the considered policies assign only a small portion of RBs to multicast streams (from 5 up to 25%); in the case of 10 unicast UEs, EC, UM and VUG exploit about 65% of the available spectrum for unicast services while the ES policy reserves a percentage equal to 50% of the system resources to unicast traffic. When the unicast load increases, all policies (except ES) exploit the whole available scheduling resources. Note that in case of heavy unicast load, VUG reduces the number of RBs assigned to multicast UEs to improve the portion of resources for unicast traffic.

In Fig. 7 the performance in terms of Spectral Efficiency is illustrated. ES suffers from the poorest performance. This is due to the fact that ES does not efficiently exploit the bandwidth, i.e., only a limited portion of the available resources are scheduled by the eNodeB; thus, both throughput and spectrum efficiency are reduced. Furthermore, as the number of unicast users increases, the efficiency of ES decreases while the performance of EC remains constant. This is due to the fact that ES always reserves the same amount of resources to unicast traffic regardless of the unicast traffic load. Thus, the reserved resources may not be sufficient when the unicast traffic load increases, and this causes a decrease in the spectral efficiency. Differently, UM and VUG outperform the other policies and achieve very similar performance; for both algorithms, the spectral efficiency exhibits an increasing trend when the unicast traffic load grows, thanks to the resources reserved to unicast UEs. As a consequence, VUG achieves very promising spectral efficiency results, which are not adversely affected by an increase of unicast load in the cell.

The analyses above demonstrate the benefits of our proposed VUG which is able to achieve fair inter-class satisfaction and to increase the throughput of unicast UEs without significantly affecting multicast performance and overall spectral efficiency.

**D. Effect of the number of multicast groups**

This subsection evaluates how much the number of multicast groups supported for simultaneous video content delivery in the same cell impact the performance. Testing conditions similar to the previous study are set. A fixed number of unicast users (i.e., 20 UEs) is considered and the number of active multicast flows is varied between 1 and 8. Each multicast group is composed of 20 members. The performance of the compared solutions is assessed in terms of ICTD and throughput of both unicast and multicast users, and the results are plotted in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, respectively.

By looking at Fig. 8, it clearly emerges that VUG obtains the best performance and largely outperforms other approaches. This result testifies to VUG’s effectiveness in guaranteeing throughput fairness between unicast and multicast traffic. UM
Fig. 4. Percentage of users per video layer in the scenario with (a) 10, (b) 30, and (c) 50 unicast UEs and one multicast group composed by 20 members.

Fig. 5. Throughput of (a) unicast, and (b) multicast users by varying the number of unicast UEs.

and EC policies manifest the same trend as in the previous analysis, i.e., higher priority to unicast and multicast streams, respectively. Finally, ES gives higher priority to unicast traffic in case of several multicast groups in the cell, as the portion of RBs reserved to multicast traffic (i.e., 50%) is not satisfactory to adequately schedule video flows to all multicast groups.

The throughput achieved by unicast users is illustrated in Fig. 9(a). It can be noted that, although it achieves higher throughput results, the ES policy is not affected by the number of active multicast groups, since a constant amount of bandwidth is reserved to unicast traffic. Additionally, all the other algorithms suffer from a decrease in the throughput performance. In particular, UM, VUG and EC throughputs decrease down to 267, 161 and 121 kbps, respectively. Fig. 9(b) shows the average user throughput experienced by the multicast members. It can be observed that UM achieves the worst performance (i.e., only the base layer is allocated to multicast UEs). Differently, all the other approaches show a decrease in the throughput values when the number of multicast groups grows. In particular, EC is the best performing scheme. However, VUG offers a throughput close to that of EC.

E. The effect of non-video unicast traffic

In this section we analyze the behavior of the proposed VUG approach when a varying portion of non-video unicast traffic is managed by the eNodeB. In this simulation scenario, we assume that the network load is equal to 20 unicast users and 20 multicast members joined in one multicast group. We focus on two different cases. In the first case, non-video unicast traffic is taken into consideration in the operations of VUG. In the second case, the eNodeB manages the traffic as it follows: (i) assigns the base layers to both unicast and multicast video users, thus non-video traffic is scheduled with a maximum throughput approach; (ii) allocates enhancement layers to video flows by exploiting the unicast/multicast policies addressed in this paper.

In the first analyzed scenario, we assume that the eNodeB manages a growing amount of bursty unicast traffic and, to this aim, it allocates a portion of resources to non-video unicast UEs (not taken into account by VUG), which varies during the simulation time; the average amount of resources for background unicast users varies up to 50%.

The performance is evaluated in terms of ICTD (Fig. 10). The proposed VUG is not affected by the presence of unicast background traffic (i.e., the ICTD is constantly close to 0.5). Differently, the performance of all other policies varies at the expense of unicast traffic, i.e., the ICTD increases. These results indicate that, if a portion of resources is scheduled for non-video services, other addressed policies give a higher priority to multicast streams while VUG guarantees a fair resource distribution between unicast and multicast traffic.

In the second analyzed scenario, we varied the percentage of video and non-video UEs in a total of 20 unicast users.
Fig. 6. Percentage of assigned resources with (a) 10, (b) 30, and (c) 50 unicast UEs and one multicast group with 20 members.

Fig. 7. Spectral efficiency by varying the number of unicast UEs.

Fig. 8. ICTD by varying the number of multicast groups.

The latter traffic is modeled by using the bursty traffic model (FTP model 1, Poisson distributed user arrival [32], file size of 2 Mbytes), and its throughput during the file download is measured. We first focus on the quality experienced by unicast and multicast video streams, measured by taking into account the average % of UEs per video layer (Fig. 11). One can note that the presence of bursty traffic does not affect the video quality. Although this result can be expected for the benchmark policies addressed in this work, it testifies the effectiveness of VUG which, being natively designed to support video flows, can be easily enhanced to jointly work with non-video traffic without causing performance degradation. In Fig. 12, we plot the average throughput of bursty UEs. Again, we can note that the performance of bursty UEs does not meaningfully vary under increasing non-video unicast flows.

Fig. 9. Throughput of (a) unicast, and (b) multicast users by varying the number of multicast groups.

Fig. 10. ICTD by varying the portion of resources allocated to non-video background traffic.
Fig. 11. Bursty traffic analysis: Percentage of users per video layer with (a) 5, (b) 10, and (c) 15 bursty unicast UEs.

Fig. 12. Bursty traffic analysis: throughput of bursty unicast UEs.

F. Comparative discussion

The simulations results provided in this section highlighted the benefits introduced by the proposed VUG strategy and Table IV summarizes these simulation results.

The EC strategy gives intrinsically a higher priority (and throughput) to multicast traffic at the expense of a reduced throughput for unicast users. On the contrary, the UM approach is tailored to maximize the throughput of unicast users, while guaranteeing only the base layer allocation to multicast flows. The ES policy uniformly splits the available resources between unicast and multicast traffic, thus it achieves adequate multicast/unicast throughput only in particular multicast/unicast load scenarios. Our proposed VUG strategy is able to allocate dynamically the resources to guarantee an increase in the throughput experienced by unicast users without a severe deterioration of the performance of multicast members. The above mentioned behavior is supported by the performance in terms of ICTD. Indeed, while for other approaches ICTD is close to 0.5 (i.e., equal level of satisfaction for both unicast and multicast flows), in case of a huge cell load only (i.e., the load in the cell limits the number of available resources for enhancement layer allocation), VUG always guarantees the best ICTD performance; this confirms the effectiveness of the strategy proposed in this paper.

As a final remark, we underline that the improvements achieved by VUG and summarized above do not require an increase in the overhead, since no additional message exchange is required to create the virtual group. Nonetheless, a slight additional processing is required at the eNodeB to distribute resources among unicast users in the virtual group.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper addressed the problem of fairly distributing radio resources between unicast and multicast multimedia services in next-generation mobile networks. It proposed the VUG (Virtual Unified Group) approach, an innovative radio resource management framework that organizes unicast users into virtual groups that assemble destinations depending on the user perceived channel quality levels. These virtual groups are managed by the base station in analogy to the multicast groups by employing a subgrouping strategy. The performance of the proposed VUG was assessed in comparison with alternative approaches in terms of both throughput and fairness in the satisfaction of unicast and multicast users. The obtained results showed the benefit of employing subgrouping, and demonstrated the effectiveness of VUG in fairly distributing system resources among multicast and unicast users, for diverse scenarios with variable load of unicast, multicast and additional background traffic. Future works will be finalized to the improvement of the video quality estimation accuracy by using models such as those proposed by [33] and [34] for different types of content.
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TABLE IV
SUMMARY OF PERFORMANCE FOR OUR PROPOSED VUG STRATEGY.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>EC</th>
<th>CM</th>
<th>ES</th>
<th>VUG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ICTD</td>
<td>Higher satisfaction for multicast users w.r.t. unicast users</td>
<td>Higher satisfaction for unicast users</td>
<td>Higher satisfaction for multicast users (in case of few multicast groups)</td>
<td>Close to 0.5 in all scenarios and for all unicast/multicast configurations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throughput</td>
<td>-High for multicast users</td>
<td>-High for unicasts users</td>
<td>-High for multicast users (only in case of few multicast flows)</td>
<td>-High unicast throughput (close to that of UM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Low for unicast users</td>
<td>-Low throughput (only base layer) for multicast users</td>
<td>-Low for unicast users</td>
<td>-Very good multicast throughput (equal to those of EC and ES) in case of few unicast users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral Effic.</td>
<td>Independent from unicast traffic load</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low and strongly dependent from the unicast traffic load</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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